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Abstract
Tool steels are iron-based alloys that are melted and processed to develop

characteristics useful in the working and shaping of other metals. Tools for such processes must
withstand high loads without breaking and without undergoing excessive wear or deformation.
Fabrication of direct tool steel parts with complex geometry is possible using Transient Liquid-
Phase Infiltration (TLI) in conjunction with Three-Dimensional Printing (3DP). Tool steel parts
can also be manufactured using TLI in combination with Cold Powder Methods such as Uniaxial
Pressing. Both approaches produce a final part of homogenous composition without significant
dimensional change, offering advantages over-traditional infiltration and full-density sintering [1].
Now that the expertise in the TLI has been developed in the MIT laboratories, an economic
evaluation represents a complementary action for introducing TLI in the commercial market of
Rapid Prototyping and Powder Metallurgy.

A process-based cost model was developed to describe and measure the performance
of the 3DP-TLI and Pressing-TLI combined processes. Operating conditions such as cycle time,
material cost, labor cost, production volume and financial parameters were introduced into the
model in order to calculate a total fabrication cost per part. Different charts showing cost
behaviors and their relations with production volume, batch size, effectiveness in the powder
utilization, and weight of the part are presented. The results show that the optimum point in the
cost - production volume curve was located at 13,000 parts per year with a fabrication cost of
$19.90 per part, for the Pressing-TLI case, and $61.73 per part for the 3DP-TLI alternative
(based on a one-half pound D2 tool steel part). The difference in cost between these two
processes was related mainly to their powder scrap rates, 15 % for the Pressing-TLI and 80%
for the 3DP - TLI. The high scrap rate value of the 3DP process originates from the fact that
powder is sieved before printing, eliminating the coarse and very fine particles. A possible
option to decrease this value is to recycle or sell the extra powder, which will reduce the
fabrication cost significantly. The model also shows that the main cost for both processes is the
powder cost. TLI technical parameters such as heating and cooling rates were included in the
model in order to predict the cost behavior when those are manipulated. Because the powder
cost dominates the total fabrication cost, variations in the heating and cooling rates do not
significantly affect the cost.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Tool Steels

Tool steels are iron-based alloys that are primarily used to make tools used in

manufacturing processes as well as in machining metals. Tools are typically subjected to

extremely high loads that are applied rapidly. They must withstand high specific loads as well as

being stable at elevated temperatures. No single tool material combines maximum wear

resistance, toughness, and resistance to softening at elevated temperatures, thus different

categories of tool steels exist. There are six major categories, one of which contains grades

intended for special purposes. Table 1 shows the tool steels categories. A prefix letter is used in

the alloy identification system to show each use category, and the specific alloy in a particular

category is identified by one or two digits.

Table 1: Tool steels categories and prefix letters [2].

Tool Steel Type Prefix Specific Types

Cold work A = Medium alloy air hardening A2, A4, A6, A7, A8, A9, A10, A11
D = High carbon, high chromium D2, D3, D4, D5, D7
0 = Oil hardening 01, 02, 06, 07
W = Water hardening W1, W2, W5

Shock resistance S S1, S2, S, S5, S6, S7
Hot work H H10 - H19 Chromium types

H20 - H39 Tungsten types
H40 - H59 Molybdenum types

High speed M Molybdenum types (M1, M2, M3-1, M3-2,
M4, M6, M7, M10, M33, M34, M36, M41, M42,
M46, M50)

T Tungsten (T1, T4, T5, T6, T8, T15)
Mold steels P P6, P20, P21
Special purpose L L2, L6

Air-hardening, medium-alloy cold-work tool steels have high wear resistance under cold-

working conditions. Because of the difference in carbon and alloy content, they have diverse

combinations of hardness and toughness. The wear resistance is provided by fine carbide

dispersion and high-carbon martensite. The high alloy content permits martensite formation on

air cooling and the slow cooling minimizes distortion during heat treatment.
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High-carbon, high-chromium cold-work tool steels have extremely high wear and

abrasion resistance. A large volume fraction of alloy carbides and tempered high-carbon

martensite play an important role in achieving wear resistance. The high alloy content provides

hardenability and permits martensite formation on air cooling. For cold-work applications, high

abrasion resistance is desirable even though machining and grinding operations during

manufacturing are difficult.

Oil-hardening, cold-work tool steels provide very high wear resistance under cold-

working conditions. High-carbon martensite, tempered at low temperatures, provides hardness

because the very fine carbide dispersion. The high carbon and moderate alloy content promote

good depth of hardening by oil quenching. The machinability in the 07 tool steel type is

improved by graphite formation that originates from its very high carbon content.

Water-hardening tool steels are essentially carbon steels and they have the lowest alloy

content of all the tool steels. They form martensite by water quenching. The hardenability is low;

however, the high carbon content ensures that the martensite formation will be of high

hardness. Because the low-alloy content, only iron carbides are produced by heat treatment.

Shock-resisting tool steels provide high fracture resistance, toughness, and high

strength and wear resistance under impact loading conditions. The high toughness is achieved

by keeping the carbon content of the martensite low and carbide dispersion fine. The alloy

content is higher than that of the water-hardening tool steels, thus the hardenability is also

higher.

Hot-work tool steels include all chromium, tungsten, and molybdenum class H alloys.

They are used for forging, die casting, heading, piercing, trim, extrusion, and hot-shear and

punching blades.

High-speed tool steels include all molybdenum (M1 to M50) and tungsten (T1 to T15)

class alloys. They keep their hardness at temperatures as high as 540 °C (1 0040 F). They are

very useful in high-speed machinery and typical applications are end mills, drills, lathe tools,

planar tools, punches, reamers, routers, taps, saws, broaches, chasers, and hobs.

Mold steels include all low-carbon and one medium-carbon class P tool steels. They are

typically used for compression and injection molds for plastics, and die-casting dies.

Special-purpose tool steels include all low-alloy class L Tool steels. They are relatively

tough and easily machinable. They are typically used for punches, taps, wrenches, drills, and

brake-forming dies [2].
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1.2 Effects of Alloying Elements

Metals producers customarily melt tool steel alloys in an electric arc furnace. The alloys

are refined to produce final chemistries and eliminate unwanted elements, and then poured into

molds to solidify into ingots or to be nitrogen-gas-atomized. The following paragraphs describe

how these elements provide different mechanical properties depending on their proportion

contents in the material chemistry [3].

1. Carbon is the element most critical to tool properties. In the metal's matrix, carbon and

iron form the hard martensite phase (distorted body centered cubic) when heat treated. Carbon

also combines with iron, chromium, vanadium, molybdenum, and tungsten to form very hard

carbides particles that contribute to wear resistance.

2. Manganese additions impart a deeper hardening depth (greater hardenability). Increasing

manganese also helps reduce the hardening temperature, and can reduce heat-treating

distortion.

3. Silicon helps improve impact resistance and, like manganese, provides greater depth of

hardening.

4. Chromium combines with carbon to form chromium carbides, which enhance wear

resistance. Chromium also promotes hardenability, toughness, and scaling resistance.

5. Tungsten adds wear resistance because it combines with carbon to form very hard

carbides. It also adds red hardness and promotes secondary hardening.

6. Molybdenum behaves much like tungsten in that it promotes good hardenability and adds

red hardness. Its carbides add wear resistance.

7. Vanadium forms very hard primary carbides that contribute to high wear resistance.

Vanadium also adds red hardness and promotes a fine-grain microstructure.

8. Cobalt plays a very important role because of its contribution to red hardness. Normally,

this element, like tungsten, is added only to high-speed tool steels.

9. Sulfur additions in very small amounts impart machinability to tool steels. Sulfur is tied up

by manganese to form manganese sulfides that act as chip breakers.
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1.3 High-Carbon, High-Chromium, Cold-Work Tool Steels

The high-carbon, high-chromium tool steels, designated as group D steels in the AISI

classification system, are the most highly alloyed cold-work steels. Chromium is the major

alloying element at a nominal concentration of 12%. Molybdenum, vanadium, nickel-

manganese, tungsten, and cobalt can be added in significant amounts to the various grades of

D-type steels [2]. Table 2 presents the nominal D steel compositions, and performance and

processing data are listed in Table 3.

Table 2: Composition limits of high-carbon, high-chromium cold-work tool steels [2].

AISI UNS Composition (a), %
Type No. C Mn Si Cr Ni Mo W V Co

D2 T30402 1.40-1.60 0.6 max 0.6 max 11.00-13.00 0.3 max 0.70-1.20 .... 1.10 max ....
D3 T30403 2.00-2.35 0.6 max 0.6 max 11.00-13.50 0.3 max .... 1.00 max 1.10 max ....
D4 T30404 2.05-2.40 0.6 max 0.6 max 11.00-13.00 0.3 max 0.70-1.22 .... 1.10 max ....
D5 T30405 1.40-1.60 0.6 max 0.6 max 11.00-13.01 0.3 max 0.70-1.23 .... 1.10 max 2.50-3.50
D7 T30407 2.15-2.50 0.6 max 0.6 max 11.00-13.50 0.3 max 0.70-1.24 .... 3.80-4.40 ....

(a) 0.25% max Cu, 0.03% max P, 0.03% mas S. Where specified, sulfur may be increased to 0.06 to 0.15% to improve machinability
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Table 3: Performance factors and processing information for high-carbon, high-chromium cold-work tool

steels [2].

Factor D2 D3 D4 D5 D7

Major factors
Wear resistance 8 8 8 8 9
Toughness 2 1 1 2 1
Hot hardness 6 6 6 7 6

Minor factors
Usual working hardness, HRC 58-64 58-65 58-66 58-63 58-66
Depth of hardening D D D D D
Finest grain size at full hardness, shepherd standard 7 ½ 7 1/2 7 7 1/2 7 1/

Surface hardness as-quenched, HRC 61-64 64-66 64-66 61-64 64-68
Core hardness (25 mm, or 1 in., diam round), HRC 61-64 64-66 64-66 61-64 64-68

Manufacturing factors
Availability 4 4 3 2 2
Cost 3 3 3 3 3
Machinability 3 2 2 3 1
Quenching medium A O A A A
Hardening temperature, °C (F) 980-1025 925-980 970-1010 980-1025 1010-1065

(1800-1025) (1700-1800) (1775-1850) (1800-1875) (1850-1950)
Dimensional change on hardening L L L L L
Safety on hardening H M H H H
Suceptibiity to decarburization H H H H H
Approximate hardness as-rolled or forged, HB 550 400 550 550 550
Annealed hardness, HB 217-255 217-255 217-255 223-255 235-269
Annealing temperature, °C (F) 870-900 870-900 870-900 870-900 870-900

(1600-1650) (1600-1650) (1600-1650) (1600-1650) (1600-1650)
Tempering range, °C (F) 205-540 205-540 205-540 205-540 150-540

(400-1000) (400-1000) (400-1000) (400-1000) (300-1000)
Forging temperature, °C (F) 1010-1095 1010-1095 1010-1095 1010-1095 1065-1150

Numerical system used to rank the different factors:

1; represents a low rating

9; represents a high rating

L; represents a low value

H; represents a high value

M; represents a medium value

Because of their high carbon and alloy content, all the D steels are deep hardening.

Except for D3 steel, which does not contain molybdenum but contains tungsten, the D-type

steels are hardenable by air cooling. Type D3 tool steels are oil quenched.

The D-type tool steels were first developed as possible substitutes for high-speed steels

used for cutting tools, but were found to have insufficient hot hardness and tended to be too

brittle for machining applications [4][5]. However, the alloy and high-carbon contents produce
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large volume fractions of high-hardness alloy carbides, which produce excellent wear

resistance. Type D7 develops the highest volume fraction of alloy carbides and the best wear

resistance of the all D-type steels. The D7 class is a modification of the D2 type since it contains

more carbon and more vanadium.

The high chromium content of the D-type steels is not sufficient to provide the level of

corrosion resistance characteristic of stainless steel. This is originated from the fact that much of

the chromium is incorporated in alloy carbides. However, the D-type steels have excellent

oxidation resistance at high temperatures, and the high chromium content provides substantial

resistance to staining after tools are hardened and polished [2].

1.3.1 Selection and Application

The D-type steels are divided into two major groups depending on carbon content. The

first group is the high-carbon types D3, D4 and D7. They have the greatest wear resistance but

the lowest toughness. The second group is the low-carbon types D2 and D5. These types have

reasonably high wear resistance and are slightly tougher than the high-carbon types. Type D5

has slightly better hot hardness than D2 but is otherwise very similar, thus the two steels can be

used interchangeably.

If many operations are expected, one of the higher-carbon steels can be preferred over

one of the lower-carbon type. However, the higher-carbon types are more difficult to machine.

The oil-hardening D3 steel offers the advantage of better surface condition; however, it presents

dimensional changes during oil quenching [2].

The D-type steels are widely used for blanking and cold-forming punches and dies. Type

D2 is sometimes used for hot trimming of forgings, but mainly the D-type steels are used for

cold-work applications. Table 4 shows typical applications.
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Table 4: Typical D-type steels applications [2].

Blanking dies Spinning tools
Burnishing tools Slitting cutters
Coining dies Knurls
Deep-drawing dies Broaches
Wire-drawing dies Cold-extrusion dies
Forming dies Wear plates
Gages Mandrels
Thread-rolling dies Crimping dies
Lathe centers Hot-swaging dies
Punches Lamination dies
Forming and bending rolls Cutlery
Trimming dies Shear blades

1.4 Three Dimensional Printing 3DP

This process uses a powder - binder technology developed and patented at MIT to

create parts directly from digital data. The process is shown schematically in Figure 1. The

multi-channel jetting head (A) deposits a liquid adhesive compound onto the top layer of a bed

of powder material (B). The particles of the powder become bonded in the areas where the

adhesive is deposited.

LIQUID ADHE SI1E
SUPPLY

MULTI-
CHANEL
INKJET HE AD (A)

ICAON
)ER BED 0)

ECT BEING
RICAlE DPOWDER

DELIVERY
SYSTEM (E)

I
PO
DEl
PIS

Io
LINDE R

)N

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the Three Dimensional Printing Process [6].
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Once a layer is completed, the piston (C) moves down by the thickness of a layer. The

powder delivery system (E) has the function of supplying powder for the process, thus the

powder delivery piston moves upward incrementally. After that, the roller (D) spreads and

compresses the powder on the top of the build cylinder. The process is repeated until the entire

object is completed within the powder bed. After completion, the object is elevated and the extra

powder brushed away leaving a "green" object, or also called porous skeleton.

The three dimensional printing process has been licensed to several companies: Soligen

is using it to make molds for metal casting from ceramic powders; Therics for manufacture of

controlled-dosage pharmaceuticals and in tissue engineering applications; Extrude Hone for

direct metal tooling; Specific Surfaces for manufacture of filters for power plants; and Z

Corporation for creating conceptual models out of starch, plaster and other types of powders [6].

One of the main advantages of 3DP over other processes is that enables the direct

fabrication of parts with complex geometry. Other processes like Uniaxial Pressing present

limitations in geometrical possibilities and size of the parts. However, the pressing approach is

low-cost and suitable for high-volume production. Depending on the application, shape and size

of the piece, one of these two processes can be an option for the manufacture of powder metal

parts. Figure 2 shows a 3DP part manufactured by Extrude Hone (stainless steel infiltrated with

bronze). The figure reflects the high capacity of the 3DP process to produce very complex

geometrical parts.

Figure 2: Part manufactured by Extrude Hone using 3DP.
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1.5 Uniaxial Pressing

This process involves the compaction of powder into a rigid die by applying pressure in a

single axial direction through a rigid punch or piston. A typical compaction cycle is shown Figure

3. Mechanical presses or automatic hydraulic of 10 to 1000 tonnes capacity are used to create

'green' parts at rates usually between 300 and 1200 per hour. Actual rates will depend on the

part size and complexity [7]. This shaping method is inexpensive and suitable for high-volume

production of simple shapes (limited geometrical possibilities) such as gears, pulleys, pistons,

etc. The uniformity of compaction is not very high. The pressing process is usually used in

conjunction with sintering.

LII 3
Start of

Pressing Cycle

Compacti on
Completed

Die Filling

ri-n
Part Eection

Start Conpaction

Coa np act Removal
Die Filling

1. Tile powder shoe initially moves over the die with the lower punch in such
a position that the correct weight of powder is introduced.

2. After the shoe has withdrawn, the top and bottom punches move relative to the
die to compress the powder at pressures between 400 MP'a (58,000 lb/in2) and
800 MPa (115,000 Ib/in2).

3. After compaction the top punch is withdrawn and the bottom punch moves relative
to the die to eject the compacted powder.

4. The filling shoe moves again across the top surface of the die where it refills the
die with powder and pushes the green component away onto a moving belt which
takes it to the densification stage.

Figure 3: Typical uniaxial pressing cycle [7].
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Figure 4 depicts a green part manufactured using uniaxial pressing. The part is a gear

produced by Black & Decker. Figure 5 shows the same part but now broken by hands before

densification.

Figure 4: Part manufactured by Black & Decker using uniaxial pressing.

Figure 5: Broken part by hand before densification.
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1.6 Transient Liquid - Phase Infiltration TLI

Green metal parts are not fully-dense, thus they can't be used in applications requiring

significant mechanical strength. One densification method is to infiltrate the porous parts with

liquid metal after a partial sintering treatment. This infiltration method is called Transient Liquid-

Phase Infiltration (TLI) and allows forming fully-dense parts of homogeneous chemical

composition without considerable dimensional changes. TLI can be used in combination with

3DP or Uniaxial Pressing to produce homogenous, net-shape, metal parts.

Figure 6 shows a generic phase diagram that corresponds to the simplest example of

TLI. Here, the powder skeleton material or green part is pure metal A, and the infiltrant is an

alloy of metal A plus a melting point depressant element (MPD). In iron-based alloys, the MPD

can be carbon or silicon since these elements have high solubility values and promote diffusion

of the infiltrant into the porous skeleton. The final part composition is based on the relative

amounts of each component and is dependent on the void fraction of the skeleton. At the

specified infiltration temperature, the final composition lies in the solid a - phase. This allows for

complete homogenization [8].

Final part Infiltrant
Skeleto

A Concentration MPD

Figure 6: Generic equilibrium phase diagram with labeled components of TLI system at an infiltration

temperature, T [8].
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In Figure 7, the three main stages of TLI are shown. The figure depicts a powder skeleton

and its progress through the infiltration, diffusional solidification and homogenization stages. At

first, the porous skeleton and the infiltrant are heated up separately to the infiltration

temperature. Here, the infiltrant reaches its liquid state and it is put in contact with the porous

skeleton. The liquid wicks into the skeleton void space by capillary action and the MPD diffuses

into the part since the skeleton and infiltrant are not at equilibrium. This operation may result in

some isothermal solidification followed by homogenization, where the MPD reaches equilibrium.

The different stages sometimes overlap each other and the time scale of each stage can vary

significantly for different material and geometries [8].

Porous Infiltration Diffusional Homogenization
Skeleton Solidification

40% Avoid
Space

Figure 7: Schematic illustration of the main stages of Transient Liquid - Phase Infiltration [8].

1.6.1 Materials Systems

The TLI concept is applicable to a porous skeleton and an infiltrant material that have a

high and lower melting point, respectively. In order to facilitate infiltration at a temperature

sufficiently below the skeleton's melting point, the MPD is increased in the infiltrant and

decreased in the skeleton. This element causes a significant depression of the skeleton

material's melting point and in the case of iron-based alloys may be carbon or silicon. The MPD

concentration in the infiltrant and the minimum infiltration temperature are connected by the

liquidus line on a phase diagram. To design a material system, it is recommended first to

choose an infiltrant composition and then an appropriate infiltration temperature. The MPD

17
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rapidly reaches its equilibrium concentration for the given temperature upon contact with the

solid regardless of its exact initial concentration. The concentration of MPD in the final part is

then determined by the following equation [9]:

Cf = (1 - E). Co + E CI (1)

where £ is the void fraction space of the skeleton, Co is the initial concentration in the skeleton,

and CI is the concentration in the infiltrant, which is usually equal to the equilibrium liquidus

concentration at the infiltration temperature. The range of final product compositions possible

with TLI is dependant on the degree of melting point depression necessary for infiltration and

the void fraction of the skeleton. TLI can be used with any porous skeleton with interconnected

open porosity (generally E > 0.1), enabling an infiltrant MPD concentration up to 10 times that of

the final product. Void fractions typically range between 0.35 and 0.45 depending on powder

morphology and packing conditions. A skeleton, with a MPD concentration near zero and a void

fraction space of 0.4, permits the infiltrant to have a concentration - 2.5 times greater than the

final part. Lower infiltration temperatures are desirable to prevent pre - infiltration densification

of the skeleton and to slow the diffusion of MPD into the skeleton. Successful infiltrations have

been conducted at temperatures above 90% of the skeleton's absolute melting point, providing

a large enough process window to fabricate many useful alloys [9].

1.6.2 Material System Characteristics

An equilibrium phase diagram for Fe-C system is presented in Figure 8 to discuss how j3

(solidification rate coefficient) varies with MPD solubility and the width of the two-phase field.

The dependence of P on the concentration ratio is shown in the following equation [9]:

1Tr . P . (1 + erf ()) . exp (2) = (Cs-Co)/(CI- Cs) (2)

The denominator is the width of two-phase field between solid and liquid and the

numerator corresponds to the concentration gradient in the solid phase field. A greater driving

force for diffusion and a faster solidification rate are provided by a steeper gradient, while a

wider two-phase field slows down solidification because a greater amount of MPD must be

absorbed into the skeleton.
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Figure 8: Equilibrium phase diagram for Fe-C [10].

Two sample TLI component systems are shown on the phase diagram to illustrate some

key concepts. For an infiltration temperature of 12000C (21920 F), the infiltrant composition is

determined by the liquidus, which is 3.75wt%C. Infiltration of a pure iron powder skeleton with

40% void fraction at this temperature would result in a final composition of 1.5wt%C as

designated by the black circles in the figure (point B). At 13000 C (2372 °F), the infiltrant

composition is only 2.8wt%C and infiltration of a similar pure iron skeleton would result in a final

composition of 1.1 wt%C. Both of these final compositions would allow complete

homogenization in the solid austenite phase at the given infiltration temperatures, but the

accompanying infiltrant freeze-off, that is the premature freeze of the liquid flow before filling the

entire part, would limit the infiltration distance. This limitation could be very restrictive due to the

high diffusivity of carbon in iron. However, freeze-off can be prevented by appropriate choice of

the skeleton composition and infiltration temperature as illustrated by the black lines and

rectangles in the figure. At 1300°C, a final composition of 1.5wt%C lies in a two-phase field,

containing -15% liquid and -85% solid base, according to the inverse lever rule. A skeleton of
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0.63wt%C infiltrated with 2.8wt%C would achieve that bulk composition and still provide an

interconnected pathway for liquid to flow through the part after reaching equilibrium [9].

1.7 Sintering

Sintering is a high-temperature process that strengthens compacted particles into a

more dense coherent part. Powder particles form coherent bonds and densify by pore shrinkage

during sintering. Sintering temperature and time are the most significant factors from a practical

point of view, with temperature being the most important variable. Particle size, compact

porosity, and powder type also influence sintering.

Sintering is usually carried out at temperatures around 2/3 to 4/5 of the absolute melting

point of the material for a single-component system. Multicomponent powder mixtures are

generally sintered near the melting point of the constituent with the lowest melting temperature.

Sintering operations usually require a protective atmosphere. These atmospheres

include endothermic gas, exothermic gas, hydrogen, hydrogen-nitrogen mixtures, and vacuum.

The main function of the atmosphere is to protect a part from oxidation or nitridation, as might

occur when heating in air. Sintering concerns are shrinkage and changes in interior geometries;

the longer the sintering time the bigger the shrinkage [12]. Figure 9 shows the metallurgical

bonds formed during sintering.

Figure 9: Formation of metallurgical bonds between particles [11].
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Chapter 2: Market Analysis and Technologies

2.1 World Market for Tool Steels

The global demand for tool steel (and high speed steel) is 0.1% (900,000 tonnes) of the

overall annual global demand for steel (900 million tonnes). Western Europe accounts for

approximately 50% of global tool steel consumption, 15% North America, 12% Japan, 10% Asia

and 13% is the rest of the world. Figure 10 shows a schematic plot of these data.

Figure 10: Global demand for tool steels 2003 [13].

The intensity of tool steel usage varies significantly between regions. Western European

tool steel intensity greatly exceeds that of both North America and Japan. Germany is by far the

largest single market for tool steel in Europe.

Of the 900 thousand ton world-wide production of tool steels, two producers, Bohler-

Uddeholm and Thyssen, account for almost 40% of that volume. The remaining 60% of

production is divided between almost 30 countries with 120 producers, each having an average

production of less than 4 thousand tons per year. Few of the 120 tool steel producers operate

internationally. Most serve local or regional markets and many have only a limited product line.

Only four of the worldwide tool steel manufacturers can be considered international from a

distribution, quality and service perspective. These are Bohler-Uddeholm (Austria/Sweden),

Thyssen (Germany), Diado (Japan) and Hitachi (Japan) [13]. Figure 11 shows the worldwide

marketshare and main companies in the market.
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Figure 11: Tool steels worldwide marketshare and main producers [13].

Figure 12 shows the global tool steel consumption and applications. The market is

shared as follows, 32% automobile industry, 24% domestic appliances, 1 1% power generation,

10% mechanical engineering, 7% aircraft, 6% electronics, 6% petrochemical, 4% others [14].

Tool Steel Products

4% 

t2%

10

Figure 12: Global tool steels products and applications [14].

During the year 2000, the U.S. tool steel consumption was approximately 100,000 tons

and roughly 60% of this amount was imported. Figure 13 shows the U.S. steel consumption and

distribution categories.
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Figure 13: U.S. steel consumption and distribution [15].

A wide variety of manufacturing equipment is employed to produce tool steels, but no

universal practice is followed. Electric arc furnace (EAF) melting continues to be the principal

process for the production of tool steels. The steel making process has been split into two

stages. The first consists essentially of only melting with little or no refining, while in the second

stage, hot metal from the EAF is transferred to a ladle where the majority of refining takes place.

When the desired chemistry has been achieved and the proper temperature reached, two

routes are available. The first route is to transfer the heat to the casting station and follow the

traditional ingot metallurgy process. Ingots are usually annealed (depending on the alloy), but

segregation and cracking are frequently cited problems [2]. On the other hand, the second route

is to go through Powder Metallurgy (P/M), where these problems are overcome since a uniform

carbide distribution results from the rapid solidification during atomization.

Traditional powder metallurgy processes involve three steps: a) powder production, b)

compaction of the powder into shapes, c) high temperature furnace treatment of the shapes to

give final properties. At this point, I will present an analysis of the P/M industry, advantages,

manufacturing processes, and an estimation of its future in the tool-steel market.
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2.2 Powder Metallurgy Industry

The most important change in the manufacturing methods for tool steels has been the

fast advance of P/M for production of alloyed steels, such as high-speed (T and M series), and

high-carbon high-chromium (D series). The P/M tool steel business is estimated to be growing

at a rate of 10% [16] to 15% [17] annually. The high-carbon, high-alloy tool steels remain

particularly difficult to process by the conventional ingot metallurgy route. Coarse eutectic

carbide structures, which are difficult to break down during hot working, are formed because the

relative slow cooling of the conventional cast ingots. To develop a uniform fine carbide structure,

reduction ratios of greater than 100:1 are required. Problems like excessive-nonuniform grain

growth, nonuniform heat-treat response (hardness), poor transverse properties and low

toughness occur because the undesirable carbide structure. The P/M capacity to overcome

these problems arises from the ability of the process to produce a uniform, fine carbide

distribution owing to rapid solidification during atomization. During powder production,

solidification rates are higher than those of the conventional ingot metallurgy route. These

solidification rates can eliminate the eutectic carbide reaction and produce a uniform and fine

carbide distribution. In the P/M product, the maximum and average carbide particles are smaller

than those of conventional ingots [2]. The advantages of P/M tool steels are their uniform and

fine carbide distribution. These advantages include improvements at machinability (in the

annealed condition) and quicker response to hardening heat treatment [18].

2.2.1 P/M Processes

The gas atomization process, a method for powder production, appears to be the most

widely used for P/M tool steels based on the number of companies employing this method.

Figure 14 shows a schematic of the gas atomization process. Molten metal is poured through a

small-diameter nozzle into jets of high-pressure gas that break the stream into small droplets.

Each droplet can be considered a mini-ingot that solidifies during free-fall to the bottom of the

chamber.
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Figure 14: Gas atomization process [19].

It is important to minimize oxygen content in the powder; therefore, nitrogen is the most

commonly used atomizing gas. Nitrogen is substantially less costly than argon and is not

considered harmful in tool steels. In addition, argon entrapment in powder can lead to porosity

on high-temperature heat treatment (thermally induced porosity) [2].

The highly spherical powders produced by the gas atomizing process means that final

parts cannot be produced by the conventional pressing-and-sintering technique due to a lack of

adequate green strength. Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) has been used as a consolidation

technique for P/M tool steels. In this method, a mild steel container is filled with loose powder

that is vibrated to achieve a maximum packing density. The container or can is then evacuated

and hermetically sealed. The container may then be directly hot isostatically pressed or, in some

cases, an intermediate Cold Isostatic Pressing (CIP) operation may be added to improve the

density and raise thermal conductivity. Billets produced by HIP are usually hot worked by a

combination of press or rotary forging and rolling, depending on final product (bars, plates,

profiles, or wires) [2]. Figure 15 shows the stages of this process. The final products have to be

treated and machined to create final usable parts.

H4IPAM
Weldng isostatic Railing Bar products

pressing

Capsule
filling

Figure 15: Powder metallurgy process for manufacturing gas atomizing powder products [19].
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Another option is water-atomized tool steel process which is shown in Figure 16. Here,

the powders are irregular in shape and thus, after annealing, are suitable for conventional die

pressing operations. However, sintering to full density in finished parts is difficult. Rapid

densification to near theorical can be aided by liquid phase sintering, but carbide coarsening

and grain growth can be very rapid under these conditions, leaving a narrow processing window

for producing acceptable products [2]. A solution for this constraint can be the utilization of TLI

as the densification method of choice.
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Figure 16: Water atomization process [20].

For manufacturing complex geometry metal parts, Metal Injection Molding (MIM) is an

option in the P/M area. This process is growing at an estimate rate of 20 to 25% annually [17]

and holds significant potential for tool steels. In MIM, extremely fine (10 to 20 m) powders are

blended with a polymer, and the mixture is injection molded in a manner similar to plastic

injection molding. Molded or green parts are usually heated at a low temperature to remove

most of the organic binder, followed by a high-temperature treatment in a protective atmosphere

for final binder removal and sintering. The process is capable of making extremely intricate parts

and complex geometries, with high density and good mechanical properties. Parts produced by

MIM are typically 95 to 97% dense, with properties approaching wrought materials. Limitations

of the process are the high cost of very fine powder, high tooling cost, and part size limitations

of usually less than 25 mm (1 in) [21]. The 3DP-TLI processing route can overcome the

limitations presented in MIM since it eliminates the high cost of tooling and the high cost of very

fine powder. Details about this will be presented in Chapters 3 and 4 that introduce and analyze

the 3DP-TLI cost model.
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Although P/M tool steels are on an outstanding metallurgical accomplishment, they

constitute only about 10% of the domestic high-speed steel market, which in turn represents

only a portion of the total tool steel market. The bulk of this market is still supplied by product

made by the highly cost-competitive conventional ingot metallurgy approach. Users are

frequently unwilling to pay the premium for P/M steels over conventional grades, estimated at

from 5 to 50% [22][23], when the conventional product meets their requirements [2].

2.2.2 The Conventional P/M Production Cycle

In addition to specialized P/M processes such as HIP, MIM, and CIP, another important

method in the P/M industry is the conventional production cycle. This process consists of three

steps; mixing elemental or alloy powders, compacting those powders in a die at room

temperature and then sintering or heating the part in a controlled atmosphere furnace to bond

the particles together metallurgically. Figure 17 shows the conventional P/M production cycle.

Generally, scrap rates for the process are less than 3 per cent. Because the process has so

little waste and the part often requires no further processing when taken from the furnace, the

process is very cost effective. The speed of the presses is such that simple or relatively complex

parts can be made to close tolerances, often eliminating machining. Production runs range in

number from a few hundred to thousands of parts per hour. Conventional P/M parts are limited

to parts which can be formed uniaxially. The basic versatility of this P/M process is

demonstrated by the use of components in the automotive, aerospace, business machine,

electronics and appliance markets. Thousands of different, reliable cost-saving designs now

serve these industries. For the automotive industry, the average U. S. model 2001 full-size

passenger car contains more than 22 kilograms (50 pounds) of P/M parts [25].
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Figure 17: The conventional P/M production cycle [24].

End users of P/M parts are demanding still higher level of mechanical properties

available solely through higher part densities. Traditional methods used to achieve higher

densities include the use of copper infiltration (for composites), double-pressing/double-sintering

(DP/DS), and powder forging. Because these techniques involve the use of secondary

processing, significant cost penalties are encountered, often negating the potential cost savings

realized by powder metallurgy.

Processes that offer improved material properties with no or moderate increments in

manufacturing costs are of special interest for the industry. They can reduce the total fabrication

cost for the end user and expand the use of PM applications.

Figure 18 presents the relative processing cost for various PM processes. Production

processes that only involve a few processing steps, require a minimum of investment and have

a high production capacity are of particular interest. This applies especially if net shape parts

can be produced as a result of good surface finish and tolerances.

The conventional compaction method is the most frequently used P/M processing route

because offers a good cost/performance ratio. This advantage is also offered by warm

compaction process, which is increasingly used and has now spread worldwide [26].
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Figure 18: Relative processing costs [26].

The warm-compaction process (WC) is a technique to achieve very close DP/DS (shown

in figure 13 as P2S2) densities and mechanical properties utilizing a single compaction process.

The process incorporates the use of heated tooling and heated powder in the standard

compacting process to achieve higher green and sintered densities. The practical application of

warm compaction of powder was realized in 1994 with the introduction of Hoeganaes Inc.

Arcordense and Densemix powders. The powder and die temperature used vary from 75 and

150 0C, with every 100 0C rise in compaction temperature resulting in a 0.08 g/cm3 increase in

green density [12].

The high velocity compaction (HVC) is a densification method to achieve high density

values. The method consists in transferring intensive shock waves to the powder through the

compaction tool. A hydraulic hammer impacts multiple times the powder in cycles of 300

milliseconds after each other in order to achieve higher green densities than conventional

pressing [26]. A simple HVC and sintering route at room temperature yields densities up to 7.5

g/cm3 in steel, compared to 7.1 g/cm3 for the corresponding traditional pressing and sintering.

As a result of the higher density, 20-25% higher tensile and yield strengths are obtained at the

same production cost. Applying double press double sintering (HVC2), the part approaches full

density, 7.8 g/cm3.
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For many high-performance applications HVC single compaction is the most attractive

from a cost/performance point of view. Conventional double compaction has been established

for many years, but is limited due to high costs. HVC 2 double compaction has a real advantage

compared to the conventional double pressing and double sintering route because of a much

higher achievable density and the better material properties that result. Powder Forging is a

double compaction step process, in which the final hot compaction step fully densities the

material [26]. TLI offers the possibility of achieving full-theorical densities (for the case of D2 tool

steels 7.8 g/cm3 ) without being costly.

2.2.3 P/M Process Economic Advantages

There are two principal reasons for using a powder metallurgy product:

1. Cost savings compared with alternative processes, and

2. Unique properties attainable only by the PM route.

In the automotive sector, which consumes about 70% of structural PM part production, the

reason for choosing PM is, in the majority of cases, an economic one. The reason of P/M for

being more cost effective than traditional processes is that it has a better material utilization with

close dimensional tolerances. Conventional metal forming or shaping processes, against which

PM competes, generally involve significant machining operations from bar stock or from forged

or cast blanks. These machining operations can be costly and are wasteful of material and

energy.

The energy savings alone contribute significantly to the economic advantage offered by PM.

An example is given in Table 5 and 6 for a notch segment used in a truck transmission, where

PM consumes only around 43% of the energy compared with forging and machining and the

number of process steps has been greatly reduced.
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Table 5: P/M process energy requirement for a notch segment used in a truck transmission [27].

P/M process:

Material:

Finished part weight:

Used weight:

Material loss:

Annual requirement:

Used weight:

Material loss:

19,680

960

kg per 60000

kg per 60001

Work Plan Machines Energy kWh/part Energy as % of total

energy expenditure

Presssing Powder press 180 t 0.061 2.14

Sintering Belt furnace 0.189 6.60

Presssing Sizing press 380 t 0.066 2.32

Tumbling Vibratory grinding drum 0.018 0.63

Hardening Chamber furnace 0.778 27.33

Washing Washing machine 0.018 0.63

Grinding Internal round grinder 0.114 4.00

1.244 43.65

Total energy kWh

units

units

74,640

Sint D-11

312

328

16

60,000

9

9

g

parts
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Table 6: Forging and machining energy requirement for a notch segment used in a truck transmission

[27].

Forging and Machining

Material: 16 Mn Cr 5

Finished part weight: 300 g

Used weight: 560 g

Material loss: 260 g

Annual requirement: 60,000 parts

Used weight: 33,600 kg per 60000 units

Material loss: 15,600 kq Der 60000 units

Work Plan Machines Energy kWh/part Energy as % of total

energy expenditure

Shearning off Hammer shears 0.011 0.39%

Annealing Annealing furnace 0.040 1.40%

Preforging Drop hammer 0.087 3.06%

Finish forging Forging press 0.298 10.47%

Hot deburning Shears 0.010 0.35%

Annealing Annealing furnace 0.097 3.41%

Descaling Jet unit 0.024 0.84%

Sizing Sizing press 0.164 5.76%

Grinding Single pulley drive 0.200 7.02%

Boring Deep hole boring machine 0.579 20.34%

Counter Sinking Boring machine 0.053 1.86%

Broaching Broaching machine 0.077 2.70%

Milling Milling machine 0.107 3.76%

Hardening Furnace 0.609 21.39%

Cleaning Rotary table radial operator 0.003 0.11%

Grinding Rotary table grinder 0.147 5.16%

Grinding Internal grinder 0.341 11.98%

2.847 100%

Total energy kWh 170,820
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2.2.4 The Future of P/M

The P/M industry is expected to continue growing well in the coming decades. The

success of P/M and hybrid P/M technologies such as rapid prototyping (3DP), spray forming,

high temperature sintering, injection molding, powder forging, and hot isostatic pressing has

fueled the industry in North America into new markets and applications.

The value of the metal powder market in the U.S.A. in 1997 was $1.7 billion which

includes paste, flakes and metal powders. North American metal powder shipments reached

511,575mt (563,533st) in 2000. With the continued growth in P/M and the projected demand for

iron powder, North American iron powder makers are growing by investing in new plant capacity

[25].

The largest metal powder producer in the US is Hoeganaes (Cinnaminson, NJ), with

total sales of $130 million and a 25% share of the iron and steel powder market. Pennsylvania

accounted for nearly 20% of the metal powder production in the US, much of it located in St.

Mary's, Eighty Four and Pittsburgh, PA [25].

The end use markets for metal powder were dominated by the automotive market. This

market accounted for over 70% of all powder metal business in 2002, according to the Metal

Powder Industries Federation (MPIF). About 50 pounds of PM parts will be used in a typical

U.S. model 2004 vehicle. Hot forged PM connecting rods and camshafts are replacing those

using other materials. P/M design engineers are interested in aluminum in the automotive

market. Applications include cam cap bearings, mirror brackets, shock absorber parts, pumps

and connecting rods.

The second largest market for powder metal components was the recreational and

hobby market, together with hand tools. This segment accounted for 10% of production in 2002

according to MPIF.

The North American PM high-speed steel market is estimated at 6,500 tons annually.

Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) stainless steel products for oil field and land based power turbines

are increasing, along with HIP titanium for sporting goods applications. Depending on their size,

new commercial aircraft engines contain between 1500 and 4400 pounds of superalloy PM hot
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extruded forgings per engine. Most of the growth in stainless steel has been in the 400 series

powders because of the demand for automobile exhaust system flanges and sensor rings in

ABS systems. The use of stainless steel for P/M parts in lock hardware and appliances is also

growing.

The new North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS) data includes a

category for users of powder metal (332117 - Powder Metallurgy Parts Manufacturing), the

companies that powder metal producers supply. As shown in Table 7, companies within this

classification comprise establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing powder metallurgy

products by compacting them in a shaped die and sintering. Establishments in this industry

generally make a wide range of parts on a job or order basis [25].

Table 7: Powder metal parts producers [25].

The aluminum market experienced growth in 2000. Applications for aluminum powder

include paints and coatings, chemicals, as an alloying element, solid fuel for missiles and

rockets, explosives and pyrotechnics, and P/M parts and composites.

PM parts are used in a variety of end products including automobile engines and

transmissions, auto brake and steering systems, lock hardware, garden tractors, snowmobiles,

washing machines, power tools and hardware, sporting arms, copiers and postage meters, off-

road equipment, hunting knives, hydraulic assemblies, x-ray shielding, oil and gas drilling

wellhead components, fishing rods, and wrist watches.

In 2002, the average wage for production workers manufacturing PM parts was $15.43

per hour, approximately 5% lower than the average wage of all US manufacturing plant workers

($16.23 per hour) [25].

The European P/M industry is also experiencing growth in all its powder markets. The

P/M industry is becoming more global, consistent with the trend of global sourcing by

automakers such as GM, Ford, Daimler-Chrysler, Toyota, Honda, BMW and Volkswagen.
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Chapter 3: Process Cost Model

3.1 Understanding Process-Based Cost Modeling

The field of engineering is rich in methods for modeling. Moved by computational

developments, these models allow controllable parameters to be fine-tuned using analytical

methods rather than through time-consuming and expensive experimentation. Ideally, this

capability allows decision-makers to understand the physical consequences of their technical

choices before those choices are put into action.

It is well recognized that manipulating design specifications or process operating

conditions have consequence not only on product performance, but also on production costs.

Furthermore, these costs must be considered when evaluating any change to product or

process, because, finally, they establish the profit margin which a firm can achieve.

More than a physical measure, the cost of a product is dependent on the product design

and production process. While the cost of a product is a function of the process used to make it,

at the same time, the cost of operating a process is a function of the design of the product.

Because of that, both modeler and analyst must be aware that all cost results are not related

specifically to the product or the process, but are strongly tied to the execution and combination

of both [28]. Table 8 shows the varied costs which can play a role in creating any generic

product.

Table 8: Cost elements for creating a generic product [28].
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Possible Cost Elements
Material Installation Expense
Energy Building Space
Labor Overhead Cost
Primary Equipment Transportation
Auxiliary Equipment Marketing
Waste Disposal Packaging
Advertising Taxes
Insurance Maintenance
Warehousing



Cost elements are grouped into two categories, variable and fixed. Variable costs are

those that can be directly associated with the production of a unit of output, and whose

magnitude increases roughly linearly with the total number of units produced. For example,

material costs are variable costs, since a doubling of the total number of parts produced

requires a doubling (or near doubling) of the amount of material that will be consumed. Variable

costs are contrasted with fixed costs, which do not increase linearly with total production. The

typical fixed cost is expenditures for capital equipment.

3.1.1 Variable Costs

Material Cost

The cost of material can be estimated as a function of the price of the raw material.

Essentially, the method is to determine the total amount of material actually required by each

part, realizing that there will be material losses as a result of both features of the process and

quality control. Features of the process include scrap rates as well as effectiveness in material

utilization. Therefore, the annual material requirement is the gross material per part (including

scrap losses) times the gross production volume. The material cost calculation into my model is

developed individually for each process used and is summarized at the end like a total value.

The parameters to be considered in this calculation are the number of parts to be processed,

the raw material cost, the weight of the part and the raw material content.

Direct Labor

Direct labor costs are a function of the wages paid, the number of laborers necessary to

run the process, the number of shifts per day, and the required operation days. Typically, only

direct laborers are included in this calculation and the crucial part is to determine the annual

labor cost. The annual labor cost divided by the annual production volume will be then the labor

cost per part.

Energy Cost

For many operations, energy consumption can be calculated from the theoretical energy

requirements of processing a part. For those where energy expenditures are significant, this

should be carried out carefully. Regardless of the underlying analytical rigor, this calculation

should be augmented in the model with a permutable correction factor to account for real world
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inefficiencies. For other less energy intensive processes, analysis of energy consumption by

month or by year is generally sufficient. A difficulty with this option is that statistical analysis of

in-practice energy use is often difficult to obtain, because direct metering of energy consumption

by individual equipment is rarely done. Energy costs become a product of the machine energy

consumption, the current energy price, and the operating time required to produce the part. For

this calculation, it is appropriate to use the gross operating time, thereby accounting for energy

expended on rejected parts. For the case of my cost model, the electricity consumed by year is

calculated using the electricity consumed by load, times the total number of loads required to

achieve the desired production volume.

3.1.2 Fixed Cost

Fixed costs generally fall into one of two groups, those which are one time capital

expenses and those which represent recurring payments only weakly related to the quantity of

parts produced. Recurring payments, like building rent, are easily annualized or converted to

any pertinent time period basis, but one time payments require some scheme to allocate their

costs over the duration of production.

Equipment Cost

Since equipment purchase is a type of one-time expense, this cost should be annualized

over a number of years equal to the productive life of the equipment. As just mentioned, this

productive life is usually longer than the number of years over which an individual product is

made. While it is useful for models to incorporate information about equipment prices, it is

critical that they include the ability to compute how many pieces of equipment, working in

parallel, are required to produce a specified number of parts in the required time period. To

compute this, the desired annual throughput for each process step is divided by the maximum

throughput that an individual piece of equipment, or line, can handle in one year.

For the case of the 3DP-TLI and Pressing-TLI processes, the model calculates the

number of machines required to accomplish a desired production volume. Therefore, for the

case of the 3DP-TLI process that has a cycle time of 8 hrs/load (TLI is the bottle-neck), an

available production time per furnace of 5,548 hrs/year, and a number of parts per load equal to

20, the maximum production capacity per furnace is 13,476 parts/year. Thus, to reach a
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production volume of 50,000 parts, 3.71 furnaces are required. Although in real life one can only

possess integral numbers of production lines, the calculation just described can yield fractional

results. Depending on the situation being analyzed there are two ways to handle this. If one

expects that the production lines will be dedicated to the product under consideration (i.e. only

used to produce that product), then the above result must be rounded to the next higher integer

(four). However, parts are often manufactured on equipment which is shared by numerous other

parts. In these cases, the equipment is not dedicated to one product, so each product should be

allocated a cost based on the fraction of time which it ties up the machine -- generally a non-

integer fraction. In our case, the model assumes that only one kind of product will be

manufactured, so it rounds the number of required machine/furnace to the next higher integer

automatically.

Tooling Cost

Tooling cost is possibly the most difficult component of cost to estimate. This is true mainly

because each set of tools is unique, reflecting design choices and available production

equipment. In the case of our cost model, the tooling cost is associated to a fixed percentage of

the machine cost, and thus, the tooling investment is equal to the machine investment times this

tooling percentage value. To calculate the tooling cost per year, a financial function is used into

the model. The PMT function in an Excel spreadsheet calculates the payments for a loan based

on constant payments and constant interest rate. The total number of payments is usually linked

to the tooling life, thus if the tooling life is 10 years, the number of annual payments will be 10.

Building Cost

Building costs are relatively easy to calculate. Prices per square meter of building space

are readily available, and the space requirement can be related to the equipment size

parameters and conventional practices (e.g., materials handling requirements, safety

specifications, etc.).

Overhead

The cost of operational overhead, including all those resources not directly involved in

manufacture, is a figure which can be difficult to relate to features of a process, but which can

represent a significant expenditure. One approach is to estimate this cost using a burden rate

which is applied against the magnitude of the other fixed costs. The underlying assumption is

that a given level of fixed cost investment requires a fixed amount of supervision and other
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support staffing as well as the facilities to support those employed in production. Such a

simplistic treatment of overhead is usually acceptable when the goal is to analyze the relative

costs of technical changes in part or process [28].

3.2 Cost Model Considerations

As described previously, production cost is built up from process variables. Two groups

of variables which influence almost every cost element are those relating to 1) the intensity of

production (i.e., the number of units produced) and 2) the operating time, in its numerous forms.

Careful considerations about these two variables can make the overall modeling task much

more straightforward and will lead to a more robust model [28].

Intensity of Production

It is well known that the cost of production is a function of the number of units produced.

Even fixed costs depend on the total throughput demanded of a facility. Because of that,

production volumes must be carefully and clearly justified within the model. In doing so, two

aspects of production volume must be kept distinct:

1) The demanded output of the facility, i.e., the net production volume (PV), and

2) The total number of units which must be produced to generate that output, i.e., the

gross production volume (GPV).

The GPV differs from the PV by including parts produced but subsequently rejected. In

general, the total cost per period (for all cost elements) is a function of the gross production

volume, while the unit cost is derived from the net production volume. The net production

volume should be a scenario input parameter which can be easily varied within a model. Into

our model, the desired production volume is an input parameter that is used in conjunction with

the process scrap rate to calculate the gross production volume.

Time

In addition to production volume, production time is fundamental to production cost. For

modeling purposes, production time must be looked at in at least three subtly different ways:

maximum production time, available production time, and required production time. The first

time represents the maximum time that a production line can operate after subtracting the

planned unpaid time (breaks and no operations), and maintenance time. This value is calculated
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directly using the operating days by year in which the facility is open. When the unplanned

downtime is subtracted from the maximum production time, the available production time is

obtained. This is the second time parameter that is computed by the model and represents the

real time that a machine can operate. Finally, the required production time is the total time

necessary to accomplish the desired production volume. With this time, the number of machines

in parallel, the machine utilization and the required operation days are calculated.

Cycle Time

The time to produce a part, its cycle time, is determinant for many elements of

manufactured part cost. For fixed costs, cycle time influences the number of parallel production

lines necessary to achieve a specified production volume. Similarly, variable costs, like labor

and energy, are directly dependent on the time it takes to complete the production process.

Given this level of impact, it could be said that understanding the relationship among part

design, process operating conditions, and cycle time is the primary goal of any cost model. For

some processes, the cycle time may be effected more significantly by properties of the part

(e.g., size and dimension), while in others it may depend more on process operation variables

(e.g., operating temperature).

Load

The term load is related to the number of parts or pieces that can be processed by a

machine at the same time. The bigger the number of parts per load (assuming that the machine

cycle time doesn't change) the bigger the plant capacity.

3.3 Cost Model Structure

The cost model was developed in an Excel spreadsheet in order to keep it flexible and

accessible. Its structure was divided into different segments. The first segment represents the

material input parameters which were used to calculate the material cost per year and per part.

In order to develop this calculation, it is necessary to know the cost of the raw materials, the raw

material contents in each part, the weight of the part, and the effectiveness in the raw material

utilization for each process. The second segment depicts the financial and general production

data. These parameters were part of almost all the calculations in the model and they set up the

scenario for production. Inputs like production volume, plant capacity, wages, operating days,

number of shifts per day, building cost, electricity cost, and financial elements were used to
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calculate both variable and fixed costs. The third segment is related to the process parameters,

one section for 3DP or Pressing and other for TLI. These parameters were used in the cost

calculations of their respective processes in order to determine individual contributions in the

total fabrication cost. Table 9 shows all the 3DP-TLI input parameters (input cells) including

material, financial, production and process data. All the blue numbers in the Table represent

input parameters, thus any change in these numbers automatically initiates recalculations. The

cycle time for the TLI process was not a direct input for the model because it was calculated

from the heating and cooling rate parameters (heating profile). Thus, when a change is done in

these parameters, the cycle time is recalculated and adjusted to the new conditions. In general,

the input parameters were obtained from different sources such as powder suppliers (using the

price for retail trade) and from Extrude Hone Prometal.

Table 9: Cost model 3DP-TLI input parameters.

s
Annual Production Volume (Parts)

Plant Capacity
Tooling Life

Direct Wages (Salaries)
Operating Days

Number of Shifts per Day
Planned Unpaid(No opers.breaks,etc)

Maintenance Paid
Interest Rate

Equipment &Building Maintenance
Building Cost

Building Recovery Life
Electricity Cost

Overhead Burden (% fc)

13
26
10

$15.00
268

3
2
1

10%
8%
$25
25

$0.080
35%

(000/yr)
(000/yr)

yrs
/hr

days/yr
/day

hrs/day
hrs/day

% of annual fixed cost
$/sqr m per month

yrs
/kWh

%
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D2 Powder Cost $18.13 $/lb
Binder Cost $1 $/gal

Infiltrant Cost (MPD Carbon) $45 $ / kg
Infiltrant Cost (MPD Silicon) $55 $ / kg

Selection of MPD (C=1, Si=O) 1 no units
Powder Content in Final Part 98% %
MPD Content in Final Part 1.5% %

Binder Content in Final Part 0.5% %
Weight of the Part 0.5 lb

D2 Powder Usable after Sieving 20% %

-
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3D Printing

Unplanned Downtime 0.20 hrs/day
Parts Scrap Rate 1.8% %

Operators per Machine 0.5 labors
Number of parts per Load 25 parts

Machine Cost $175,000 $
Override Investment 150% %

Life of the Machine (payments/year) 7 yrs
Auxiliary Equip. Cost (% mmch) 10% percent of the machine cost

Tool Cost (% mmch) 3% percent of the machine cost
Space Requirement 35 /sq m per machine

Electricity Consumption by Load 30 kW/h
Loading Time 0.5 hour

Machine Cycle Time 8 hour

Liquid Metal Infiltration

Unplanned Downtime 0.30 hrs/day
Parts Scrap Rate 2.0% %

Operators per Furnace 0.5 labors
Number of parts per Load 20 parts

Furnace Cost $65,000 $
Override Investment 150% %

Life of the Machine (payments/year) 10 yrs
Auxiliary Equip. Cost (% mmch) 15% percent of the machine cost

Tool Cost (% mmch) 5% percent of the machine cost
Space Requirement 50 /sq m per machine

Electricity Consumption by Load 70 kW/h
Loading Time 0.3 hour

Furnace Cycle Time 8 hour

Different production volumes were introduced into the model in order to determine the

optimum value for minimizing the total fabrication cost. A plot showing the fabrication cost

behavior with different production volumes was created (the plot will be shown in chapter four).

The optimum value was located at 13,000 parts per year to have a fabrication cost per part of

$61.73. Thus, all the calculations shown in the following paragraphs were developed for the

model using this value.
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3.3.1 Material Accounting

In this section, the model calculated the number of parts that should come in at each

process to accomplish the desired production volume. Because of the scrap rates of both

processes (3DP and TLI), a bigger number of parts had to be manufactured to compensate for

these rejections. The scrap rates were 1.8% (244 parts) and 2.0% (266 parts) for the 3DP and

TLI respectively. The number of parts in the input of each process is the number used in the

calculation of the material cost, thus the number of parts rejected are also accounted. Table 10

shows these calculations.

Table 10: Material accounting and parts rejected for the 3DP and TLI processes.

3.3.2 Three Dimensional Printing Cost Assessment

In this section, the model calculates the variable and fixed costs for the 3DP process.

The 3DP input parameters and financial data were copied from the input cells to this section in

order to present all the information related to the process in one area. This operation was done

automatically by the model and calculations of costs per part, per year, and total cost were

developed. Additionally, computations such as the total material cost (powder and binder),

required production time, electricity consumption by year, number of total loads required,

available production time per machine, maximum production time per machine, maximum

production capacity per machine, required production time, number of machines in parallel,

machine utilization, and material consumptions were carried out using the following equations:
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#Parts #Parts Scrap
Input Output Output

Process Step
# # #

Per Year Parts Input Parts Output Parts Scrap
Input Materials (Parts) 13,510

3D Printing 13,510 13,266 244
Liquid Metal Infiltration 13,266 13,000 266

Final 13,000
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Total material cost = Input amount of parts * [ (D2 powder cost * Weight of the part * (1/ D2 powder after

sieving) * Powder content in the final part) + ( (Binder cost/8) * Weight of the part *

Binder content in the final part) ] ....................................................... (3)

Required Production Time (hrs) = Number of total loads required * (Machine cycle time + Loading time

by load) ....................................................... (4)

Electricity consumption by year = Electricity consumed by load * Number of total loads

required ..................................................................... (5)

Number of total loads required = Input amount of parts / Number of parts per

load .................................................................... (6)

Available production time per machine = Maximum production time per machine - (Unplanned

downtime * Operating days) ................................................................. (7)

Maximum production time per machine = Operating days * ((Number of shifts * 8) - Planned Unpaid -

M aintenance Paid) ....................................................... (8)

Maximum production capacity per machine = [Available production time per machine / (Machine cycle

time + Loading time by load)] * Number of parts per Load .................................. (9)

Required production time (days) = Required production time (hrs) / (Number of shifts per day * 8)..(10)

Required operation days = Required production time (days) / Number of required machines ........... (1 1)

IF (Required production time >= Available production time per machine) THEN

Number of required machines = (Required production time (hrs) / Available production time per

machine) + 1

IF NOT

Number of required machines = 1 ....................................................................... (12)

Machine utilization = Required production time (hrs) / (number of required machines * Available

production time per machine) .......... ....................................................... (13)
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D2 powder consumption per year = Input amount of parts * Weight of the part * Powder content in the

part ............................ .. ......... ..................................................(14)

Binder consumption per year = Input amount of parts * Weight of the part * Binder content in the

part ......... .......... ................................................... (15)

Energy cost per year = Electricity consumption by year * Electricity cost ....................................... (16)

Energy cost per part = Energy cost per year / Production volume .............................................. (17)

Labor cost per year = Labor cost * Operators per machine * Number of shift per day * 8 * Number of

required machines * Required operation days per year .................................... (18)

Labor cost per part = Labor cost per year / Production volume ......... ............................ (19)

Machine investment = Number of required machines * Machine cost * Override

investment ...................................................................... (20)

Machine cost per year = PMT (Interest rate, Life of the machine, Machine investment) ................... (21)

Machine cost per part = Machine cost per year / Production volume ............................................ (22)

Auxiliary equipment investment = Machine investment * Auxiliary equipment cost percent ............. (23)

Auxiliary equipment cost per year = PMT (Interest rate, Life of the machine, Auxiliary equipment

investm ent) ...................................................................... (24)

Auxiliary equipment cost per part = Auxiliary equipment cost per year / Production volume ............ (25)

Tooling investment = Machine investment * Tooling cost percent ............. ....................... (26)

Tooling cost per year = PMT (Interest rate, Tooling life, Tooling investment) ...................................... (27)

Tooling cost per part = Tooling cost per year / Production volume .............................................. (28)
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Fixed overhead cost per year = (Machine cost per year + Auxiliary equipment cost per year + Tooling

cost per year + Building cost per year + Maintenance cost per year) * Overhead

burden .................................................................................................. (29)

Fixed overhead cost per part = Fixed overhead cost per year / Production volume ........................ (30)

Building investment = Number of required machines * Space requirement * Building cost * 12 ......... (31)

Building cost per year = PMT (Interest rate, Building recovery life, Building investment) .................. (32)

Building cost per part = Building cost per year / Production volume ............................................ (33)

Maintenance cost per year = (Machine cost per year + Auxiliary cost per year + Building cost per year) *

Equipment and building maintenance percent ................................................ (34)

Maintenance cost per part = Maintenance cost per year / Production volume .......................... (35)

Table 11 shows the variable, fixed, and total fabrication costs for the 3DP process as

well as their calculations and operation parameters. Generally, the major cost in the process is

the material cost with 82 percent of the total contribution followed by the machine cost with 7

percent. The high material cost originates from the fact that the metal powder is sieved before

printing to eliminate the very fine and coarse particles. Thus, only 20 percent of the material is

usable after sieving which increases significantly the material cost. Similarly, the machine cost is

affected by the fact of the high price of a 3DP machine and the required investment. The model

assumes that the money to support the investment will come from a loan, so annual payments

will be required to liquidize the debt. An interest rate and the number of years to pay are inputs

in the model and the number of years to pay is linked to the machine life. For the variable and

fixed costs assumed in this model, the cost to produce a green D2 tool steel part of one-half

pound is $55.83. The investment required to set up the process is calculated as $307,125 and

the number of machines required to accomplish the desired production volume is only one. This

machine will be used at 82 percent of its maximum capacity and its operator will work in rotation

with the TLI process.
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Table 11: Variable, fixed, and total fabrication costs of the 3DP process.

LIQUID METAL INFILTRATION COST MODEL

MIT - THESIS PROJECT TQOpL STEELS)

Material Cost

Energy Cost

Labor Cost

$46.16

$0.10

$2.65

. $600,098

$1,;297'

$34,451

82.69%

0.18%

.4.75%

*-r z~~~~v4-

Input Amount of Parts 13,510 parts/year

Output Amount of Material after 3D Printing 13,266 parts/year

Amount of Scrap 244 parts/year

Total Material Cost Related 3DP Process $600,098 /year

Technical Data

Weight of the Part 0.5 lb

D2 Powder Usable after Sieving 20% %

Powder Content in Final Part 98% %

Binder Content in Final Part 0.5% %

Main Machine Cost $4.15 $53,919 7.43% $262,500

Auxiliary Equipment Cost $0.41 $5,392 0.74% $26,250

Tooling Cost $0.10 $1,282 0.18% $7,875

Fixed Overhead Cost $1.79 $23,305 · 3.21%

Building Cost $0.09 $1,157 : 0.16% $10,500

Maintenance Cost $0.37 . $4,837 0.67% 
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Costs

Labor cost $15.00 /hour

Electricity cost $0.080 /kWh

D2 Powder Cost $18.13 /lb

Binder Cost $1 /gal

Process Parameters

Loading time(hour) by load 0.5 hour/load

Machine Cycle Time 8 hour/load

Number of Parts per Load 25 part/load

Number of Total Loads Required 540 loads/year

Electricity consumed by Load 30 Kw/hr

Operators per Machine 0.5 per machine

Number of Shift per Day (8 Hours Each One) 3 /day

Operating Days 268 /year

Available Production Time (Per Machine) 5,574 hrs/year

Max. Production Capacity (Per Machine) 16,395 parts/year

3DP Unplanned Downtime 0.20 hrs/day

Required Production Time 4,593 hrs

191 days
Number of Required Machines (Parallel
Lines) 1 machines

Machine Utilization 82% percent

Required Operation Days per Year 191 days/year

Consumptions

D2 Powder 6,620 lb/year

Binder in (lb) 34 lb/year

Binder in (gal) 4 gal/year

Electricity consumed by year 16,212 Kw/hr

Investment

Machine Cost $175,000 per machine

Override Investment 150% percent

Conversion Units

1 gal= 8 lb

0.5 lb = 227 gram
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3.3.3 TLI Cost Assessment

For the evaluation of TLI, equations 3 to 35 were also used to determine all of the costs,

however, equation 3 (material cost calculation) had to be adjusted to this process. Equation 36

represents this modification and is used to calculate the material cost based on the MPD

selection (carbon or silicon). Carbon was selected because the part to be manufactured is a D2

tool steel part. In addition, a chart showing the heating profile behavior and the cycle time

calculation is included in this section. As mentioned before, changes in the heating or cooling

parameters are related directly to the cycle time of the process and indirectly to the process

cost. The MPD content in the final part is also computed by the model using equation 1 in order

to predict the point in the phase diagram corresponding to the final part composition.

Total material cost = Input number of parts * Weight of the part * MPD cost * MPD content in the final

part ......... . .................. (36)..........

Table 12 shows all the costs related to the TLI process as well as its heating profile

parameters. Figure 19 shows a plot of the heating profile versus cycle time.

In contrast with the 3DP process, the material cost per part represents only 2 percent of

the total cost. This arises from the fact that the MPD content in the final part is only 1.5 percent

and there is no waste of material (no sieving or intermediate operations). On the other hand, the

major cost in this process is the labor cost with almost 53 percent of the total process cost. The

same investment conditions explained in the 3DP process are applied in this section. As a result

of the operation conditions, the cost of infiltrating a D2 tool steel part is $5.91. The investment to

set up the process is $132,000 and the number of furnaces to reach the production volume of

13,000 parts is one. This furnace will be used at 98 percent of its maximum capacity and its

operator will be the same that of the 3DP machine.
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Table 12: Variable, fixed, and total fabrication costs of the TLI process.

LIQUID METAL INFILTRATION COST MODEL

MIT - THESIS pIQJECT (TQOL STEELS)

Material Cost $16 $2,031 2.64%

Energy Cost .: $0.29 $3,714 4.84%

_""-:~~~~~~~~~ .,' .' .' "-"?I:---' - ..... :'M- .. -.~~~~~~~~~~ ,'..' ' , ......I~ ..~ ...
Input Amount of Parts 13,266 parts/year

Output Amount of Material After Infiltration 13,000 parts/year

Amount of Scarp 266 parts/year

Total Material Cost Related Infiltration Process $2,031 /year

Technical Data

Weight of the Part 0.5 lb

MPD Content in Final Part 1.5% %

Selection of MPD (C=1, Si=0) 1
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Main Machine Cost $1.22 $15,868 :. 20.66% $97,500

Auxiliary Equipment Cost $0.18. $2,380 3.10% $14,625

Tooling Cost $0.06 $793 1.03% . $4,875

Fixed Overhead Cost $0.60 $7,800 10.16%

Building Cost · $0.13 $1,653 2.15% $15,000

Maintenance Cost- $0.12, $1,592 2.07%

-
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Costs

Labor cost $15 /hour

Electricity cost $0.080 /kWh

Infiltrant Cost (MPD Carbon) $20 $ / lb

Infiltrant Cost (MPD Silicon) $25 $ /lb

Process Parameters

Loading time(hour) by load 0.3 hour

Furnace Cycle Time 7.93 hour/load

Number of Parts per Load 20 part/load

Number of Total Loads Required 663 loads/year

Electricity consumed by Load 70 Kw/hr

Operators per Furnace 0.5 per furnace

Number of Shift per Day (8 Hours Each One) 3 /day

Operating Days 268 /year

Available Production Time (Per Furnace) 5,548 hrs/year

Max. Production Capacity (Per Furnace) 13,476 parts/year

Furnace Unplanned Downtime 0.30 hrs/day

Required Production Time 5,461 hrs

228 days

Number of Required Fumaces (Parallel Lines) 1 Furnaces

Furnace Utilization 98% percent

Required Operation Days per Year 228 days/year

Consumptions

Infiltrant (MPD Carbon or Silicon) 100 lb/year

Electricity consumed by year 46,431 Kw/hr

Investment

Furnace Cost $65,000 per furnace

Override Investment 150% percent
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Calculations

Figure 19: Heating profile and cycle time of the TLI process.
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3.3.4 Total Fabrication Cost for 3DP-TLI Process

At the end of all calculations, a summary is presented by the model to show the total

variable, fixed and fabrication costs for the process 3DP-TLI. Table 13 shows this summary.

The total fabrication cost to produce a D2 tool steel part of one-half pound is $61.73, and by far

the major contributor is the powder cost which accounts for 75 percent. Labor and machine

costs are in second place and they contribute with 9.40% and 8.70% respectively. The total

investment is $439,125 and the variable and fixed costs per year are $682,550 and $119,978,

respectively.

The model also presents a cost breakdown by process and a percent contribution

analysis. We conclude that the material and machine costs are higher for the 3DP process than

TLI. The remaining costs for both processes are not significantly different even though in the

percent contribution analysis, higher percentages are associated to the 3DP process. This is

because the tooling, auxiliary equipment and maintenance costs are calculated using a fixed

percent of the machine cost.

Table 13: Summary and cost breakdown of the 3DP-TLI process.

, . . ,~ .....~~~~Ni

Material Cost . $46.32 $602,129 75.03%
Energy Cost: $0.39 $5,011 0.62%
Labor Cn.qt -A - .75.4f0 Q A o a

Main Machine Cost $5.37 $69,787 8.70% $360,000.00

Auxiliary Equipment Cost $0.60 $7,772 0.97% $40,875.00

Tooling-Cost $0.16 $2,075 0.26% $12,750.00

Fixed Ovethead Cost , $2.39 $31,105 3.88%

Building Cost $0.22 $2,809 0.35% $25,500.00
Maintenance Cost : -$0.49 $6429 - .80%_~~ ~ able. : , , ~.~ ~ ;

trr> .
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PRICE PER PART

: Material Cost: . - $46.16 $0.16- $46.32

Energy Cost j $0.10 $0.29, $0.39

Main Machine Cost . $4.15 . -$1.22 $5.37
Auxiliary Equipment Cost .- - $0.41 $0.18 $0.60

Tooling Cost $0.10 $0.06 $0.16

Fixed Overhead Cost: $1.79 $0.60 $2.39

Building Cost . $0.09 - $0.13 $0.22

Maintenance --Cost - $0.37 $0.12 $0.49

PERCENT CONTRIBUTION

. aterial Cost : - -99.7% - 0.3% - 100.0%-

Energy Cost - -25.90/ 74.1% ' 100.0%
Labor Cost : - 45,7% - -54.3% .100.0%

Main Machine Cost 77.3% 22.7% 100.0%

Auxiliary Equipment Cost . 69.4% 30.6% 100.0%

Tooling Cost. 61.8% 38.2% 100.0%

Fixed Overhead Cost 74.9% 25.1% 100.0%

Building Cost 41.2% 58.8% 100.0%

Maintenance Cost ' 75.2% 24.8% 100.0%
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3.3.5 Uniaxial Pressing Cost Assessment

For the case of the Pressing-TLI process, Table 14 shows the input parameters. The

material, financial and TLI parameters are the same as those indicated for the 3DP-TLI case.

Table 14: Cost model pressing input parameters (For the Pressing-TLI case).

Pressing

Unplanned Downtime

Parts Scrap Rate

Operators per Machine

Number of parts per Load

Machine Cost

Override Investment

Accounting Life of Machine

Auxiliary Equip. Cost (% mmch)

Tool Cost Dies(% mmch)

Space Requirement

Electricity Consumption by Load

Set up Machine Time (By batch)

Number of Batches

Machine Cycle Time

0.20

1.8%

0.5

1

$50,000

150%

7

15%

70%

30

1

4

20

0.0017

6

hrs/day

labors

parts

yrs

percent of the machine cost

percent of the machine cost

/sq m per machine

kW/h

hour

per year

hour

sec

In this section, the model calculates the variable and fixed costs for the Pressing

process. The same approach shown in the 3DP-TLI case was followed here. Table 15 shows all

the operation parameters and calculations. The material cost continues to be the main cost in

the process at 77% of the total cost. The material cost per part is $10.86, which compared with

the material cost of the 3DP process is almost four times lower. This is due to the fact that

Pressing has a much better material utilization value (85%). Because pressing doesn't require a

fine particle size distribution, powder sieving is not required before compaction. The machine

and tool investment are $75,000 and $52,500 respectively. We can notice that the tooling cost
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(dies) is relatively high in this process since dies are made of high wear resistance alloys which

increase their prices. The investment to set up the process is $147,750 and the number of

machines required to reach the production volume of 13,000 parts is one. The machine will

have a very low utilization value (2 %) since its cycle time is very fast (6 sec per part), thus most

of the time the machine will be stopped (if another product is not manufactured). An option to

avoid this situation is to buy the green parts directly from another manufacturer, and not invest

in a pressing machine (including all the related cost). The cost to produce a green D2 tool steel

part of one-half pound by this method is $13.99.

Table 15: Variable, fixed, and total fabrication costs of Pressing.

LIQUID METAL IFILTRATION COST MODEL

MIT- THESIS PROJECT (TQOL STEELS)

Material'Cost $10.86 $141,203 77.64%

-Energy Cost $0.08 $1,081 0.59%

Labor Cost $0.06 : $769 042%

Main Machine Cost

Auxiliary Equipment Cost

Tooling Cost

Fixed Overhead Cost

Building Cost

$1.19

:.$0.18

:- $0.66

$0.77

$0.08

$15,405 -

$2,311

$8,544
$10,062

$992

8.47%

1.27%

4.70%

5.53%

0.55%

$75,000

$11,250

$52,500

$9,000
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Technical Data

Weight of the Part 0.5 lb

D2 Powder Usable during Pressing 85% %

Powder Content in Final Part 98% %

Lubricant Content in Final Part 0.5% %

Costs

I Lubricant Cost $1 /al

Process Parameters

Set up Machine Time (Per Batch)

Machine Cycle Time

Number of Parts per Machine

Number of Total Loads Required

Electricity consumed by Load

Operators per Machine

Number of Shift per Day (8 Hours Each One)

Operating Days

Available Production Time (Per Machine)

Max. Production Capacity (Per Machine)

3DP Unplanned Downtime

Required Production Time

Number of Required Machines (Parallel Lines)

Required Operation Days per Year

Machine Utilization

Number of Batches

4

0.0017

1

13,510

1

0.5

3

268

5,574

3,296,640

0.20

103

4

1

4

2%

20

hour

hour/load

part/load

loads/year

Kw/hr

per machine

/day

/year

hrs/year

parts/year

hrs/day

hrs

days

machines

per year

percent

per year

Input Amount of Parts 13,510 parts/year

Output Amount of Material after 3D Printing 13,266 parts/year

Amount of Scrap 244 parts/year

Total Material Cost Related 3DP Process $141,203 /year
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Consumptions

D2 Powder 6,620 lb/year

Lubricant in (lb) 34 lb/year

Lubricant in (gal) 4 gal/year

Electricity consumed by year 13,510 Kw/hr

Investment

Machine Cost $50,000 per machine

Override Investment 150% percent

Conversion Units

1 gal= 8 lb

0.5 lb = 227 gram

Table 16 shows the summary of the Pressing-TLI process. The final fabrication cost is

$19.90 per part and the major cost is the material cost. Labor and Machine cost are in second

place while the fixed overhead and tooling cost is third.

Table 16: Summary and cost breakdown of the Pressing-TLI process.
.~'..~~ ~ ~ ~~"4' 4,.1~.*, ;~.,"~? " ''.:,' ~... ?,' ., . ,,% .~~~.'',"
u$ .!~~:,;~· ' ' : *-'~.'.....'~*.. 

Main Machine Cost $2.41 $31,273.09 12.09% $172,500.00

Auxiliary Equipment Cost $0.36 :$4690.96 1.81% $25,875.00

Tooling Cost $0.72 $9,337.52 3.61% : $57,375.00

Fixed Overhead Cost $1.37 $17,861.99 6.91%

Building Cost - $0.20 $2,644.03 1.02% $24,000.00

Maintenance Cost $0.24 $3,088.65 1.19%
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Material Cost $11.02 $143,233.66 55.38%

Energy Cost $0.37 $4,795.28 1.85%

Labor Cost -$3.21 ' $41,727.65 16.13%
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PRICE PER PART

Material Cost $10.86 $0.16 $11.02

Energy Cost - $0.08 $0.29 $0.37

Main Machine Cost . - $1.19 . $1.22 $2.41

Auxiliary Equipment Cost $0.18 $018 $0.36

Tooling Cost $0.66 $0.06 $0.72

Fixed Overhead Cost $0.77 $0.60 $1.37

Building Cost - $0.08 $0.13 $0.20

Maintenance Cost $0.12 $0.12 $0.24

PERCENT CONTRIBUTION

Material Cost 98.6% 1 4% '1.00.0%

Energy Cost' 22.5% 77.5% 100.0%

Labor Cost 1.8% 98.2% 100.0%

Main Machine Cost 49.3% 50.7-% 100.0%

Auxiliary Equipment Cost 49.3% 50.7% 100.0%

Tooling Cost 91.5% 8.5% 100;0%

Fixed Overhead Cost 56.3% 43.7% 100.0%

Building Cost. 37.5% 62.5% 100.0%

R, AM I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~:~~~~~~Mgj.A! 6W1 -.Ahead,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I··
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Chapter 4: Results and Conclusions

The model was used with different input parameters to find the optimum operation

conditions for manufacturing a D2 tool steel part of one-half pound using the 3DP-TLI and

Pressing-TLI technologies. The results are presented in the following section.

One of the first questions before setting up a new production line is how many parts to

produce in order to obtain the lowest fabrication cost. The model ran with different production

volumes to plot the cost behavior. Figure 20 shows the fabrication cost per part versus the

production volume for the 3DP-TLI process. For production volumes of 2,000 parts, the

fabrication cost is in the order of $110. This cost is influenced by the machine cost since the

investment to set up the line is relatively high and it has to be recovered with the sales of only

2,000 parts. After analyzing this situation, one might think that the bigger the production volume,

the lower the fabrication cost, but this is not necessarily true. There is a point where the

fabrication cost stabilizes and doesn't change significantly with production volume increments.

Figure 21 shows this point located at 13,000 parts with a fabrication cost of $61.73. In this plot is

also possible to see that between 13,000 and 16,000 parts, a very small increment in the cost

occurs (minimum) because a new furnace acquisition is required to accomplish the desired

production volume (the maximum capacity per furnace is 13,476 parts). The same situation

occurs for the 3DP process when the production volume arises 16,000 parts per year. This last

increment is more significant than the TLI case because the 3DP machine price is higher.

Figure 20: Fabrication cost and machine cost versus production volume for the 3DP-TLI process.
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3DP-TLI Process

Figure 21: Fabrication cost versus production volume for the 3DP-TLI process.

Figure 22 shows the production volume analysis for the Pressing-TLI process. The

optimum point is located at 13,000 parts with a fabrication cost per part of $19.90.

Figure 22: Fabrication cost versus production volume for the Pressing-TLI process.
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Another important question to solve was how many parts should be infiltrated at the

same time during the TLI process to achieve the optimum fabrication cost. Currently, only one

part at the time has been infiltrated in the MIT laboratories; however, new ideas to accomplish

multiple infiltrations are being developed. Different numbers of parts per load were introduced

into the model in order to analyze the cost behavior with these variations. Figure 23 shows the

fabrication cost per part versus the number of parts per load for both processes 3DP-TLI and

Pressing-TLI. This figure shows that the optimum number of parts is 20 which sounds reachable

from the technical point of view. More than 20 parts per load does not lead to significant

decreases in the fabrication cost, and its technical implementation looks harder to achieve. This

analysis was developed assuming the optimum production volume of 13,000 parts.

t
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Figure 23: Batch size in the TLI process versus fabrication cost (Pressing and 3DP).

The difference in cost between pressing and 3DP is due primarily to the effectiveness in

the powder utilization. Figure 24 shows how the fabrication cost per part is affected by the

percentage of powder usable in each process. For the case of 3DP, if this value is improved to

60 %, the fabrication cost will fall to $30 per part. This new cost will allow the competition of the

3DP-TLI process in the market of P/M and rapid prototyping. In support of this claim, Extrude
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Hone announced the last year its capability to produce net-shape metal parts for as little as $60

per pound [29], which is very similar to the price calculated by our model. Extrude Hone's

closest competitor offers prices in the order of $150 per part using traditional rapid metal

technology. Extrude Hone uses bronze infiltration in stainless steel green parts, thus their parts

are composites with hardness readings in the order of 30-35 Rockwell-C [29]. TLI offers an

advantage over the Extrude Hone's components since it produces homogenous steel parts with

higher density values and standard tool-steel compositions.

For the case of pressing, the percent of powder usable during compaction is in the order

of 85%, thus if it will increase to 100%, the fabrication cost per part will fall to $18.27.

EFFECTIVENESS IN THE POWDER USED

$500.00
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$400.00
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a $300.00

.R $250.00

. $200.00-

c. $150.00
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$100.00 

$50.00

$0.00

% Percentage

-Pressing
-- 3DP

Figure 24: Effectiveness in the powder utilization for 3DP and Pressing.

By far, the most significant cost for 3DP and Pressing processes is the powder cost.

Figures 25 and 26 show a cost breakdown analysis where it is possible to see that

approximately 70% and 50% of the 3DP and Pressing fabrication costs, respectively, are

material cost. The powder cost used in the model was a retail trade cost for a single small

production powder lot which means that a better price should be obtainable if the process

becomes utilized routinely.
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3DP - TLI Process
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Figure 25: Cost breakdown analysis for the 3DP-TLI process.

Pressing-TLI Process

SUMMARY

|5 Maintenance Cost

D Building Cost

I Fixed Overhead Cost

E Tooling Cost
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O Labor Cost

I Energy Cost

Figure 26: Cost breakdown analysis for the Pressing-TLI process.
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Figure 27 shows how the machine utilization varies with different production volumes.

Because the 3DP machine and TLI furnace have a similar cycle time, their machine utilization

profiles grow in a uniform manner. However, the pressing machine only reaches 2% of

utilization with production volumes of 25,000 parts which is due to its fast cycle time (6 sec per

part). The sharp transitions in the cases of 3DP and TLI represent new machine acquisitions

when the original machine capacity is not sufficient to achieve the desired production volume. At

these transitions, the machine utilization falls to approximately 50% because the production is

now distributed in two part streams and the total fabrication cost has a small increment. This

behavior may be seen in Figure 21.

Figure 27: Machine utilization behavior with different production volumes.

Figure 28 shows the sensitivity of the 3DP-TLI fabrication cost to different scrap rate

values. In this plot is possible to see that between 18% and 19% of scrap rate in the 3DP

process (2% fixed for TLI), a cost increment of $8 per part occurs. This significant increment
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arises from the fact that a new machine is required to accomplish the desired production

volume. At 18% scrap rate, the 3DP machine is used at 98% of its maximum capacity, thus

when the scrap rate rises to 19%, the machine is insufficient to produce the required number of

parts. The same behavior occurs between the points 16% and 17% (5% TLI scrap rate), 11%

and 12% (10% TLI scrap rate), and 0.5 and 1% (20% TLI scrap rate). These scrap rate points

produce marked increments in the fabrication cost, thus adjustments in the process have to be

developed to avoid them. An acceptable scrap rate value generally is located between 1 and

3% for a well controlled process. The remaining exponential increments in the plot are due to

the material cost. Figure 29 shows the same analysis for the Pressing-TLI process. In this case,

the fabrication cost behavior is exponential and originates from the material cost. Even tough

there are also points where new machines are required, the cost of these machines is not large

enough to change the cost profile.

Figure 28: 3DP-TLI scrap rates and fabrication cost behavior.
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Figure 29: Pressing-TLI scrap rates and fabrication cost behavior.

Different weights of part were introduced in the model to analyze the cost behavior for

the 3DP-TLI and Pressing-TLI processes. Figure 30 shows this analysis for the 3DP-TLI option.

In this figure, it is seen that the optimum fabrication cost changes based on the weight of the

part. For weights up to one pound, the optimum production volume is located at 13,000 parts,

but for bigger parts, this point changes. Pieces of 3 pounds and 5 pounds have their optimum

values at 5,000 parts (fabrication cost of $308) and 4,000 (fabrication cost of $500) respectively.

Figure 31 depicts the Pressing-TLI case. For this process, the same optimum values are

established but with different fabrication costs. The fabrication of big parts is usually a concern

for manufacturers since the possibility of a rejection of the complete load exists. The amount of

waste material if this happens will be considerable, while that for smaller parts will not.
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Figure 30: Sensitivity of the fabrication cost with different part weights and production volumes for the

3DP-TLI process.

Figure 31: Sensitivity of the fabrication cost with different part weights and production volumes for the

Pressing-TLI process.
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Changes in the heating and cooling infiltration parameters were carried out in order to

study their effects in the fabrication cost. Figure 32 and 33 depicts this evaluation for both 3DP-

TLI and Pressing-TLI. The results show that moderate changes in the heating and cooling

profiles during infiltration do not affect the fabrication cost. This is because costs such as

material, machine and overhead dominate the process. Cycle times in the order of 8, 10 and 12

hrs were tested without significantly impacting the total cost. The calculations relating to heat-

treatment sensitivity were done based on different weights of the parts to have a better

understanding of the cost penalties due to thermal-cycle modifications.

Figure 32: Variations on the infiltration cycle time for the 3DP-TLI process.
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Figure 33: Variations on the infiltration cycle time for the Pressing-TLI process.

Assuming a selling price per part of $71 for the 3DP-TLI process and $30 for the

Pressing-TLI case, profits based on different production volumes are plotted in Figures 34 and

35. For a production volume of 13,000 parts, profits of $130,000 per year will be earned.

The strategy followed throughout this work was conservative in order to analyze the

market and introduce the technology. A relatively low investment is required to set up the

production line (for both processes) and the fabrication costs seem to be competitive. This

strategy could be followed by two years, and then depending on the market, could be more

energetic.
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Figure 34: Profits based on different production volumes.
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Summary and Discussion

The economic evaluation of the 3DP-TLI and Pressing-TLI processes to manufacture a

one-half pound D2 tool steel part resulted in a fabrication cost of $61.73 and $19.90,

respectively. The difference in cost between these two processes is mainly due to their

variations in the powder utilization, 20% for the 3DP-TLI case and 85% for the Pressing-TLI

alternative. The strategy to introduce these new technologies to the market was conservative,

thus a relatively low production volume of 13,000 parts per year was planned. This point

represents the optimum value in the cost - production volume curve to achieve the lowest

fabrication cost. The number of machines required to accomplish the desired production volume

is one for each individual process, i.e., one 3DP machine / Pressing machine - and one TLI

furnace. The 3DP machine will operate at 82% of its maximum capacity while the TLI furnace at

98%. In contrast with the 3DP machine, the pressing machine will reach only 2% of its

maximum capacity, owing to its fast cycle time. For the 3DP-TLI and Pressing-TLI processes,

the material cost is the main contributor in the total fabrication cost. The investment to set up the

production line is $439,125 and $147,750 respectively. The optimum number of parts per load in

the infiltration process is 20, which seems reachable from the technical point of view.

A powder utilization of 60% in the 3DP-TLI process will permit decreasing its fabrication

cost to $30 per one-half pound part. This fabrication cost is very similar to the manufacturing

cost announced by Extrude Hone last year [29]. Extrude Hone uses 3DP technology to

manufacture net-shape metal parts of complex geometries in mass production. Their parts are

usually infiltrated with bronze which produces composites. TLI offers advantages over bronze

infiltration since it produces homogenous steel parts with higher density values and standard

tool-steel compositions. The cost of $30 per part is significantly competitive in the market of

customized metal parts because prices in the order of $150 per part are offered by rapid metal

manufacturers [29]. Additional decrements in the 3DP-TLI fabrication cost can be obtained if

lower powder prices are realizable when the process becomes utilized routinely.

Even though the Pressing-TLI fabrication cost is lower than the 3DP-TLI alternative, the

prospects for introducing this approach to the market are not promising. The warm compaction

process has been expanded in the P/M industry with excellent results. Its single compacting-

single sintering operation to achieve moderately high density values (7.4 g/cm3 ) has fueled this

process into the market. Hoeganaes, Inc. developed this technology in 1994 with the

introduction of Ancordense and Densemix powders [12]. High-velocity compaction is another
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process that reaches densities in the order of 7.6 g/cm3 with also a single compaction-single

sintering operation. The method was developed and launched by Hoganas AB in 2002 like a

mass production process [26]. WC and HVC offer economic advantages over Pressing-TLI (a

double operation process), thus more efforts to introduce this alternative into the market are not

recommended.

The strength of the 3DP-TLI process lies with 3DP's extraordinary capability to produce

very complex part geometries that are difficult or impossible to produce with traditional

compaction methods. MIM is capable of producing extremely intricate parts and complex

geometries but the cost of tooling and very fine powder is significant. Additionally,

manufacturing limitations in part size occur in MIM. TLI represents a novel approach to produce

homogenous steel parts of high density values, and when it is combined with 3DP, tool steel

parts with competitive prices and with few geometrical limitations can be produced.

After this economic evaluation, it would be advisable to identify a particular application

(i.e., part geometry, size, and production volume) for the 3DP-TLI process. More specific

operating conditions can be introduced into the model to recalculate all the costs and find the

new optimum conditions for the process. Improvements in the powder utilization would help to

decrease even more the fabrication cost. Increments in the number of parts per load during

infiltration would provide a better cycle time and a growth in the production capacity.
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